Combining dependent F-tests for robust association of quantitative traits under genetic model uncertainty.
In association mapping of quantitative traits, the F-test based on an assumed genetic model is a basic statistical tool for testing association of each candidate locus with the trait of interest. However, the true underlying genetic model is often unknown, and using an incorrect model may cause serious loss of power. For case-control studies, it is known that the combination of several tests that are optimal for different models is robust to model misspecification. In this paper, we extend the test combination approach to quantitative trait association. We first derive the exact correlations among transformed test statistics and discuss interesting special cases. We then propose and evaluate a multivariate normality based approximation to the joint distribution of test statistics, such that the marginal distributions and pairwise correlations among test statistics are accounted for. Through simulations, we show that the sizes of the resulting approximate combined tests are accurate for practical purposes under a variety of situations. We find that the combination of the tests from the additive model and the genotypic model performs well, because it demonstrates both robustness to incorrect models and satisfactory power. A mouse lipoprotein data set is used to demonstrate the method.